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Why Use Station Boss?
To extend the life of a pumping system and expand the capabilities.
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Question One

Will it pay for itself and eventually save money? YES! Here is how.
1. Higher hour numbers with less maintenance:
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2. Accommodating future system changes at the touch of the screen:
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3. Reduced electrical usage:
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Question Two

Who else uses Station Boss and how long have they been using them?
Station Boss is a product sold nationally through EBARA Corporation. For
our territory which includes Southern Ohio and Kentucky, there are over
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and new. Our customers include Warren County Ohio since 1999, Clermont
County Ohio since 2000, Scioto County Ohio since 2003, Franklin County
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associated with smaller pumps, but also saved the county the initial
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additional construction cost.
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PROJECT PROFILE TWO
INDIAN LOOKOUT PS - CLERMONT COUNTY WATER RESOURCES 2003
Original design: 700 GPM @ 110' TDH / Pumps Originally selected: Ebara
150DLKFU630, 40HP
Project change: The County determined that the pump station was
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Solution: It was determined that by installing a Station Boss, they could
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PROJECT PROFILE THREE
DUPLEX GRINDER PS WHEELERSBURG, OH - Installed in 2000
In 1999, were approached by Woolpert Consultants of Ashland, KY with an
all too common situation. It involved designing a station that would be
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was running and when it was not running.
Original Design: 50 gpm @ 125' tdh with main PS running
Problem and solution summarized
When the main pump station was not operating, the head pressure
dropped by about 50'. In order to prevent cavitation and pump overload,
the D2L2-jr control system, (early version of Station Boss) was installed in
the new station. When the main station was operating, the pumps would
operate at full torque & full speed to maintain 50 gpm @ 125' tdh. When
the main station was not operating the controller would trim down the
power that the drives were giving to the pumps and operate at full torque
at a lower speed.
This allowed the new station to be tied into the existing force main with a
small grinder pump, therefore saving the owner the cost of purchasing a
larger motor which would have been required to maintain a non-overload
condition when the main station wasn't operating. This
immediately resulted in less electricity use and long term wear & tear
savings.
Station Boss can sense a pressure change in the force main from another
pump down line regardless of size and instantly adjust its output to allow
that other pump to run.
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Question Three

How can this system save energy and prolong equipment life?
This system saves energy by:
A. Trimming all excess power being sent to the pump motor
B. Eliminating any demand surge
C. Allowing the use of smaller HP pumps
Ǥƥ  
This system prolongs equipment life by:
A. Reducing stresses on shafts, bearings and seals
B. Eliminating all excess heat in the motor
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D. Reduces stress at startup while waiting on air valves
More good reasons to include Station Boss
A. It saves money and frees up resources
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D. Upgrade the station at the touch of a button
Example:
If you build a new station in an area that will not be developed to its full
potential for several years, Station Boss can help. Simply build that station
to its full potential and choose a lower operating point on the screen until
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www.besco.co
Let us help you
design your own
Station Boss
Keep it simple,
or customize it to
your standards…
This is a very
flexible system
that will do what
you need, when
you need it.
Station Boss is a product of
© 2014 BESCO
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